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Hazel Jordan @HazelJo65737457
RT @ais_d: Really excited to be hosting this #OTalk looking at the role of #OccupationalTherapy in ICU @CriticalCareOT @RCOT_TMH @RCOT_NP…

HCOP Therapy Team @nottmhospitals @HCOPTHERAPY_NUH
Some of our OTs volunteered to work in @NUHCriticalCare throughout the last wave of the pandemic as bedside buddy’s / support nurses. This #CPD chat might be of
interest to explore the role and contribution of OT in ICU!

Louise @Louisepenny87
Looking forward to this later on

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
Getting ready for #OTalk this evening. Please see the comments below for anyone who needs some guidance on how to participate

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @ais_d: Getting ready for #OTalk this evening. Please see the comments below for anyone who needs some guidance on how to participate

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
Please join us for #OTalk this evening

#OTalk @OTalk_
Tonight's #OTalk is well-timed to mark #NationalDayofReflection as we reflect on the role that critical care OTs have played this year. Who's joining us for the chat?

Jo OT Student  @Jo_StudentOT
@OTalk_ I shall be lurking #OTalk

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
@OTalk_ #OTalk Emer here, neuro OT based in Belfast, keen to learn more about the role of OT in critical care @BelfastTrust

Eleanor Cecil  @ElCecilOT
RT @OTalk_: Tonight's #OTalk is well-timed to mark #NationalDayofReflection as we reflect on the role that critical care OTs have played th…

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @OTalk_: Tonight's #OTalk is well-timed to mark #NationalDayofReflection as we reflect on the role that critical care OTs have played th…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@OTalk_ Joining from South Wales   #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@OTalk_ #OTALK Aideen Occupational Therapist. Looking forward to tonight's topic.

Louise @Louisepenny87
@OTalk_ Hi All. Louise OT in many random vaguely neuroscienc-y kind of roles #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
Good evening everyone – welcome to #OTalk and don't forget to include the hashtag!! First question of the evening! Question 1 - What do you think the role of
occupational therapy is in critical care?
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Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@OTalk_ Hi everyone ! Lurking tonight #otalk https://t.co/CHmCueAqTq

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thanks to this evening's host @ais_d for sharing our top #OTalk tips for participants - everyone is welcome to join in and it's easy to take part!

#OTalk @OTalk_
You can read the participant guide above but the key points, as ever, are: be respectful of others, be mindful of client confidentiality, be professional, and remember your
#OTalk hashtag in every tweet to make sure we see your Tweets and capture them in our transcript!

Niamh O' Flaherty @niamhflats
#OTalk niamh joining from London

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @OTalk_: You can read the participant guide above but the key points, as ever, are: be respectful of others, be mindful of client confid…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@smileyfacehalo Hi Sam! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@AideenKa Hi Aideen, thanks for joining us! #OTalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@ais_d The use of activity as an intervention tool and intervention to promote activity #otalk

@UClanOT @uclanot
RT @OTalk_: Tonight's #OTalk is well-timed to mark #NationalDayofReflection as we reflect on the role that critical care OTs have played th…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Louisepenny87 Hi Louise, thanks for joining - excited to see what neuroscience knowledge you can share with us! #OTalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@ais_d Which could be as varied as seating, posture management inc splinting, ADLs, cognitive ax and rx #otalk

☯ R͜͡a͜͡c͜͡h͜͡e͜͡l͡ ͜ ☯ @RachelOTstudent
@OTalk_ #OTalk I’ll do some lurking! 

Anne Marley @AnneMar72152701
@ais_d Postural management and splinting to ensure no loss of range #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@niamhflats Don't forget the #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ais_d: Good evening everyone – welcome to #OTalk and don't forget to include the hashtag!! First question of the evening! Question 1 -…

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@OTalk_ Hi all. Penny here usually work in London ICU when I don’t have LongCovid. Excited to see all the Critical Care OT enthusiasts. #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Louisepenny87: @ais_d The use of activity as an intervention tool and intervention to promote activity #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AnneMar72152701: @ais_d Postural management and splinting to ensure no loss of range #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
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#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@gilroy_shauna @ais_d (just one T in #OTalk! It's odd but we've been using it long enough that we're stuck with it now...)

Suzy Wilkinson OT  @suzyjwilkinson
@ais_d I will be honest and say I'm not sure, but that is why I'm here #OTalk

Katherine @Katheri13719170
@ais_d #otalk to assess and optimise function and participation in everyday tasks. Delirium management . Early assessment and rehab . Holistic goal based treatment

Rachel Booth  @OT_rach
Sorry a bit late tonight but here #OTalk

Becs-Lou  @becs_lou
@OTalk_ Will be lurking, former ICU patient now training to be a OT. Quite interested to hear everyone’s thoughts and insight #otalk

ADAM TURNER @AdamCritCareOT
@ais_d It is broad & overlaps with many of the other professions. I’ve particularly found Ive made an impact when working to engage patients in goal setting, and
providing psychological support alongside delirium management #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katheri13719170: @ais_d #otalk to assess and optimise function and participation in everyday tasks. Delirium management . Early assessm…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AdamCritCareOT: @ais_d It is broad & overlaps with many of the other professions. I’ve particularly found Ive made an impact when worki…

Louise @Louisepenny87
@becs_lou @OTalk_ And I for one will be interested to hear your insights #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@OT_rach Welcome @OT_rach good to have you here #otalk

Tania Heasman @tania_heasman
@ais_d Support reducing post ICU syndrome #OTalk

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
@RonanCosgrave @ais_d Hi Ronan, totally agree. what assessment tool do you prefer? WHIM? #OTalk

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@OTalk_ @ais_d Whoops!!! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @tania_heasman: @ais_d Support reducing post ICU syndrome #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@Katheri13719170 So important to be present early in the patient's journey #otalk

Cecily Borgstein @WonderingOT
@ais_d All of the above and more including educating families, working with PDOC patients and discharge planning #OTalk

Suzy Wilkinson OT  @suzyjwilkinson
@OTalk_ I'm here with interest #OTalk

Eleanor Cecil  @ElCecilOT
RT @ais_d: Good evening everyone – welcome to #OTalk and don't forget to include the hashtag!! First question of the evening! Question 1 -…
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Rachel Booth  @OT_rach
Encourage engagement in occupations even just the simple ones, so that the patient has some sense of self. #otalk advising staff on how to promote at least some level
of independence.

Rachel Booth  @OT_rach
RT @ais_d: Good evening everyone – welcome to #OTalk and don't forget to include the hashtag!! First question of the evening! Question 1 -…

Jess Rundle @Ceca_Rundle
@ais_d @OTalk_ No direct experience with this but I’d think personalising care #OTalk

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@emeromal @RonanCosgrave @ais_d I like the CRS personally  #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
#OTalk

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
Assess and support cognitive stimulation and orientation, postural management be it passive/active movement or splinting to maintain muscle tone. #OTalk

Eleri D’Arcy @eleri_darcy
RT @emeromal: @RonanCosgrave @ais_d Hi Ronan, totally agree. what assessment tool do you prefer? WHIM? #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@becs_lou @OTalk_ It would be really great to get your perspective - what do you think is needed on ICU? #otalk

Rachel Booth  @OT_rach
@ais_d I was asleep! Long day in rehab today! #OTalk woke up and thought oh no, Aisling.

Louise @Louisepenny87
@RonanCosgrave @ais_d Agree that this is a key component but it really bugs me when we jump to standardised assessment of awareness when there are clinical
contraindications and we haven’t addressed other key aspects #otalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk seating assessments. Increasing patient's tolerance for sitting out in a chair or sitting upright in bed. Assessing patient's cognition and whether
the patient is orientated. Assessing if patient's can recall the reason for the admission.

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@RobW_OT @eleri_darcy Sounds great - we are looking at that here too. It would be great to catch up! #otalk

ADAM TURNER @AdamCritCareOT
RT @ais_d: Good evening everyone – welcome to #OTalk and don't forget to include the hashtag!! First question of the evening! Question 1 -…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@WonderingOT @ais_d @colourful_ot here admitting that I had to Google "PDOC" - very interesting #OTalk https://t.co/cwlWhPQMrA

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @WonderingOT: @ais_d All of the above and more including educating families, working with PDOC patients and discharge planning #OTalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@emeromal @RonanCosgrave @ais_d I find the CRS-R more useful, but is hard to use appropriately in a very active setting. WHIM is easier to use, but less useful IMO
#otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Encourage engagement in occupations even just the simple ones, so that the patient has some sense of self. #otalk advising s…

Sophie G @OTSophieG
@niamhflats @ais_d #OTalk
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Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d @OTalk_ #Otalk helping to find the person behind the patient and help them adapt to such sudden illness and recovery.

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
Question 2 - What training have you had (if you work in this setting) or do you think we need to work in Critical Care? #OTalk

Eleri D’Arcy @eleri_darcy
@ais_d Focussing mainly on delirium management, neuro-occupation, anxiety and depression management, all using function and sensory processing at the core
#OTalk

Becs-Lou  @becs_lou
@ais_d For me, having lived experience, I didn’t get OT input until discharge planning. I feel there is plenty of scope for OT input in critical care to help mitigate effects of
delirium, post icu syndrome, early functioning and cognition interventions. All would help #otalk

Samantha Parker @Samanth91681662
RT @ais_d: Good evening everyone – welcome to #OTalk and don't forget to include the hashtag!! First question of the evening! Question 1 -…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @becs_lou: @ais_d For me, having lived experience, I didn’t get OT input until discharge planning. I feel there is plenty of scope for O…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d @OTalk_ #Otalk helping to find the person behind the patient and help them adapt to such sudden illness and rec…

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d To help people engage in their normal lives even within ICU. Using our specialist skills of targeting person and environment to support occupation. Finding
strategies to support people to manage their day to day - worries continue, life continues even when your ill...#Otalk

Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
@ais_d #otalk promotion of independence through skill maintenance, delirium management, humanisation and normalising of critical care EV, involving family,
information gathering baseline likes/dislikes etc, goal setting

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist  @musedNeuroOT
RT @becs_lou: @ais_d For me, having lived experience, I didn’t get OT input until discharge planning. I feel there is plenty of scope for O…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d To help people engage in their normal lives even within ICU. Using our specialist skills of targeting person an…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LisaSla50353205: @ais_d #otalk promotion of independence through skill maintenance, delirium management, humanisation and normalising o…

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
RT @becs_lou: @ais_d For me, having lived experience, I didn’t get OT input until discharge planning. I feel there is plenty of scope for O…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ais_d: Question 2 - What training have you had (if you work in this setting) or do you think we need to work in Critical Care? #OTalk

Rachel Booth  @OT_rach
@ais_d Want to say the few months I spent in ITU I had no OT, only physio and SALT. I would have benefitted greatly however, just little things like holding my phone,
changing the channel, #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@PenelopeFirshma @OTalk_ Such an important part of our role - seeing beyond the "patient" to the person and understanding what is important and meaningful to them
#otalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@ais_d #OTalk Really interested in reading responses to this question as difficult to identify training needs when setting up a brand new service.
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RobW_OT: @ais_d #OTalk Really interested in reading responses to this question as difficult to identify training needs when setting up…

Lou Gallie  @LifeBoatGeek
@ais_d Listening to patient stories and experiences (post icu) to understand what it's really like being in a critical care bed. Thid can really shape someones practice
#OTalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@ais_d Supporting the establishment of a routine can be really helpful to aid orientation and engagement. And then handing this over when patients step down to ward
level care #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @OT_rach: @ais_d Want to say the few months I spent in ITU I had no OT, only physio and SALT. I would have benefitted greatly however,…

Sophie G @OTSophieG
@ais_d #OTalk I have had a lot of on the job training from my colleagues with regards to patient attachments, medications, intubation, tracheostomies and the daily
running of ITU. I have undertaken the Brunel course on ITU but still feel I have big knowledge gaps.

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@ais_d Enabling the person and their family/friends/carers to retain their sense of self and identity. #OTalk

Becs-Lou  @becs_lou
@ais_d Also, in terms of long term rehabilitation, from hospital, ICU is a traumatic experience. Having input with icu survivors to provide a holistic approach would be
helpful, not just focusing on a physical recovery but mental wellbeing also. Thinking of people who have ptsd #otalk

ADAM TURNER @AdamCritCareOT
@RonanCosgrave @emeromal @ais_d We tend to use the WHIM as that’s what I’m used to from working on Neuro, but I have got a copy of the CRS-R and intend to
trial it. I would be interested to know your thoughts about the pros/cons of each. Thanks, Adam #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTSophieG: @ais_d #OTalk I have had a lot of on the job training from my colleagues with regards to patient attachments, medications, i…

Becs-Lou  @becs_lou
@LifeBoatGeek @ais_d Absolutely  #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LifeBoatGeek: @ais_d Listening to patient stories and experiences (post icu) to understand what it's really like being in a critical c…

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@RobW_OT I know that there are more resources becoming available to develop #criticalcare skills @WonderingOT i think has been involved in developing some and
@AeronGinnelly teaches from an #SLT perspective in London #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Elizabeth McAndrew @lizshawOT
@ais_d @OTalk_ To assess with patient and family what is their baseline and what motivates them, to assess and treat their physical cognitive psychological needs
(through function, splinting, positioning, environment adaptation, delirium prevention, cognitive assessment, goal setting, #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ais_d: @RobW_OT I know that there are more resources becoming available to develop #criticalcare skills @WonderingOT i think has been i…

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@ais_d #OTalk Occupational Therapists are needed everywhere!

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
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I briefly worked in hand therapy clinic and often had phone calls for splinting in critical care. We had no OTs up in critical care. I think the role of OT in critical care is vital
#OTalk

Karen Ross @KarenRo92826306
Hi everyone. Very interested in this topic #OTalk

Lou Gallie  @LifeBoatGeek
@RobW_OT @ais_d It can be. It really depends on the individual. #Delirium can play a big part as well #OTalk

Olivia Pearce @OTOPearce
Super glad I finally did, such a fantastic resource! I love how frequently I’ve been getting the ‘man I love being an OT’ feeling and tonight’s session was another lovely
example of that  @OTTimeOut1

Louise @Louisepenny87
@ais_d Also lots of on the job training from some incredible clinicians from varied disciplines: OTs, Physios, SLTs, nurses, dieticians. Fear of the environment and lack of
knowledge about attachments etc makes it difficult, so key to get familiar with these #otalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk I haven't worked in this area. I would imagine your manual handling training would be important in safely supporting patient's with their
transfers. Especially when patient's are having a lot of medical interventions such as being attached to oxygen etc.

Sophie G @OTSophieG
@LifeBoatGeek @ais_d I definitely think patient experience is really important, particularly with regards to delirium, however as stated, lots of my patient's can't
remember or don't want to remember their experience #OTalk

Suzy Wilkinson OT  @suzyjwilkinson
@ais_d I believe the beauty of OT is that we are so holistic that which ever department we are working we will always work with and for the patients so we have the basic
training straight from Uni and the rest is on the job. #OTalk

Tania Heasman @tania_heasman
@ais_d I'm a last year student in the setting, more training on attachments #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@LifeBoatGeek It can be really helpful to speak to people regarding their experiences and to use these experiences to direct service development - we would love to
have patient involvement in setting up our service @ICUsteps @DrAnitaRowe #otalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@LifeBoatGeek @ais_d I’ve found reading patients ITU diaries really helpful #otalk

Sustain le OT  @OtSustainable
@ais_d #OTalk taking an holistic approach when assessing and treating the physical and psychosocial needs of individuals. Providing early rehabilitation from ICU and
supporting with transitional care onto the wards. Supporting family and the wider MDT

#OTalk @OTalk_
@KarenRo92826306 Hi Karen, great to have you here! If you scroll through the hashtag you can see what everyone's been saying so far - we're up to question 2 so far
and there's loads of interesting stuff coming up  #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @suzyjwilkinson: @ais_d I believe the beauty of OT is that we are so holistic that which ever department we are working we will always w…

ADAM TURNER @AdamCritCareOT
@ais_d No specific training, but I’ve done a lot of joint working with the Physiotherapists who are well established (and very knowledgable!) & I’ve linked in with the Crit
Care OT at our other local hospital. Other than that - figuring it out as I go! #OTalk

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@ais_d On the job training; so important to come up with ways to sustain this given small pool of OTs with enough experience to provide the training #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AideenKa: @ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk I haven't worked in this area. I would imagine your manual handling training would be important in safe…
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Louisepenny87: @ais_d Also lots of on the job training from some incredible clinicians from varied disciplines: OTs, Physios, SLTs, nur…

Lou Gallie  @LifeBoatGeek
@ais_d @ICUsteps @DrAnitaRowe Patient involvement is hugely important. Would love to help if I can #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AdamCritCareOT: @ais_d No specific training, but I’ve done a lot of joint working with the Physiotherapists who are well established (a…

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@suzyjwilkinson @ais_d #OTalk amazingly put. I will be an NQ in the matter of months! 100% agree

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
RT @suzyjwilkinson: @ais_d I believe the beauty of OT is that we are so holistic that which ever department we are working we will always w…

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@AideenKa @OTalk_ And there are highly skilled nursing staff and other therapists working with these patients too who will support us with this #otalk

Heather @Heather12995394
@suzyjwilkinson @ais_d This is an area I’m interested in but have no idea what our role would be in ICU, hoping I’ll know more by the end #OTalk

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@ais_d Background in rehab and cognitive rehab very helpful #OTalk

Eleanor Cecil  @ElCecilOT
RT @ais_d: Question 2 - What training have you had (if you work in this setting) or do you think we need to work in Critical Care? #OTalk

Global Critical Care OT Network @Global_ICU_OTs
RT @suzyjwilkinson: @ais_d I believe the beauty of OT is that we are so holistic that which ever department we are working we will always w…

Global Critical Care OT Network @Global_ICU_OTs
RT @ais_d: @RobW_OT I know that there are more resources becoming available to develop #criticalcare skills @WonderingOT i think has been i…

Global Critical Care OT Network @Global_ICU_OTs
RT @LifeBoatGeek: @ais_d Listening to patient stories and experiences (post icu) to understand what it's really like being in a critical c…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @gilroy_shauna: @ais_d Background in rehab and cognitive rehab very helpful #OTalk

Ursula Kelly @UrsulaK65194260
@ais_d @LifeBoatGeek @ICUsteps @DrAnitaRowe PPI is essential in any new service set up. #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk would helping patient's to manage their level of fatigue be an other area? Grading activities down into smaller parts.

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@gilroy_shauna Great! And I know that you and your colleagues are running a training programme @RFTherapyTeam to upskill the Occupational Therapy team - brilliant
#sharedlearning #sharingexpertise #otalk

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
RT @suzyjwilkinson: @ais_d I believe the beauty of OT is that we are so holistic that which ever department we are working we will always w…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@ais_d @LifeBoatGeek @ICUsteps @DrAnitaRowe #OTalk we use patient stories a lot in my organisation. Often shared in very senior management meetings to
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illustrate the human impact of our work. Great resource for service development too!

Global Critical Care OT Network @Global_ICU_OTs
@ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk post critical care clinic best training as get an understanding of the impact of critical care on patients and families. Highly recommend for
everyone.

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
RT @ais_d: @RobW_OT I know that there are more resources becoming available to develop #criticalcare skills @WonderingOT i think has been i…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Global_ICU_OTs: @ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk post critical care clinic best training as get an understanding of the impact of critical care on…

Tania Heasman @tania_heasman
@ais_d we are good at humanising our patients but as a student it has been very difficult to support or manage my own self-compassion new therapist my find this the
same #otalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@ais_d Also important to remember that you aren’t going to have come across every condition or injury that you see in Critical care, so it’s ok to learn on the hoof and
from colleagues when you come across something new #otalk

Sarah Grandison @grandison_sarah
RT @ais_d: Good evening everyone – welcome to #OTalk and don't forget to include the hashtag!! First question of the evening! Question 1 -…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Louisepenny87: @ais_d Also important to remember that you aren’t going to have come across every condition or injury that you see in Cr…

Katherine @Katheri13719170
@ais_d #otalk risk assessment skills needed

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@ais_d I haven't worked or trained in the area, but much like anywhere else I imagine that there is a lot to be learned from each other and across all disciplines. And also
taking your learning from each individual you work with, reflective practice of how to take it forward. #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@Global_ICU_OTs @OTalk_ Sounds like a really good service both for patients and for clinicians to reflect on the experience #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katie_Moffat: @ais_d I haven't worked or trained in the area, but much like anywhere else I imagine that there is a lot to be learned f…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katheri13719170: @ais_d #otalk risk assessment skills needed

Elizabeth McAndrew @lizshawOT
RT @ais_d: Good evening everyone – welcome to #OTalk and don't forget to include the hashtag!! First question of the evening! Question 1 -…

Sophie G @OTSophieG
@AdamCritCareOT @ais_d Linking in with each other will hopefully help to continue growing the work force! Collaborative working is so worthwhile and you can share
and discuss so many more ideas #OTalk

Anne Marley @AnneMar72152701
@eleri_darcy @ais_d I really like this model of directly shadowing nursing shifts to build knowledge #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@Katheri13719170 Definitely - you need to know what to look out for. Who would go to for support or training for this? #otalk

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
RT @AnneMar72152701: @eleri_darcy @ais_d I really like this model of directly shadowing nursing shifts to build knowledge #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
@PenelopeFirshma @taralkeast @LifeBoatGeek @ais_d Hi Penelope, don't forget the #OTalk hashtag so that anyone checking out the tag or the transcript later can find
your tweets more easily (and hear about your research!)

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d On the job training over the years on NGs, traches etc. In service trainings and joint working with other AHps. We were planning a joint MDT induction program
where if we overlapped we could train together #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AnneMar72152701: @eleri_darcy @ais_d I really like this model of directly shadowing nursing shifts to build knowledge #OTalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d #Otalk also sim training with the nurses which was fantastic

Louise @Louisepenny87
@Global_ICU_OTs @OTalk_ @ais_d Such a good point, and relevant to any role - knowing what happens further down the pathway and in life after the event. Thanks
for the reminder @Global_ICU_OTs #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@eleri_darcy That sounds fantastic - they are so knowledgeable and skilled - there is so much to learn from them. I know that @gilroy_shauna spent some time as a
HCA on ICU and gained some amazing skills and knowledge #otalk

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@AnneMar72152701 @eleri_darcy @ais_d Agree! Learned so much shadowing a nurse for half a day and despite a 6 month rotation on ICU, learned so much when
redeployed as a nursing buddy during the first surge #OTalk

Lou Gallie  @LifeBoatGeek
@OTalk_ I'm a former ICU patient and currently volunteer as an OTA on a stroke rehab unit, hoping to change career soon . Big patient advocate, passionate about
patient stories etc #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@tania_heasman @ais_d #OTalk not just students + NQOTs Self care is so important and often neglected at all stages of career. Especially important in ICU

ADAM TURNER @AdamCritCareOT
@ais_d I’ve realised my tweet seems to exclude all the other great MDT colleagues (SLT, nursing, doctors, psychology etc) who have helped me in finding my feet!
#OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@eleri_darcy @ais_d I done this during placement last week and learned so much from it! #OTalk

Katherine @Katheri13719170
@ais_d #otalk in the past, the physios as they appeared to have more written protocols on this , also nursing colleagues. I think you have to use all resources to justify
your reasoning

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d @Global_ICU_OTs @OTalk_ #Otalk one of the published benefits of clinics is the impact on critical care services due to the understanding of pics and the impact
we make on people across the MDT

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RobW_OT: @tania_heasman @ais_d #OTalk not just students + NQOTs Self care is so important and often neglected at all stages of career.…

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
RT @gilroy_shauna: @ais_d On the job training; so important to come up with ways to sustain this given small pool of OTs with enough experi…

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@gilroy_shauna @ais_d #Otalk snd when to use cross skilling
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Cathy Gillan @CathyGillan
@PenelopeFirshma @ais_d MDT Induction programmes are a great way of promoting a joint working, collaborative approach and sharing skills #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
Question 3 - How can we raise the profile of occupational therapy in Critical Care Services? #OTalk

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
RT @CathyGillan: @PenelopeFirshma @ais_d MDT Induction programmes are a great way of promoting a joint working, collaborative approach and…

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk would assessment tools like using the O-Log be used to assess windows of alertness and orientation?

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ais_d: Question 3 - How can we raise the profile of occupational therapy in Critical Care Services? #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d @Global_ICU_OTs @OTalk_ #Otalk one of the published benefits of clinics is the impact on critical care services…

Emma @Emma11683435
@ais_d #OTalk The Putney PDoC toolkit is a useful tool to use alongside the WHIM. https://t.co/GBMWy9R9Kg

Cecily Borgstein @WonderingOT
@ais_d @RobW_OT @AeronGinnelly Yes! The #LTLC have been developing some great resources...very happy to chat to people about it if anyone is interested in
knowing more #OTalk

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@ais_d Dare I say the dreaded discharge planning; OTs are well placed to get patients home and avoid an unecessary step down to the ward especially in cases where
time is limited #OTalk

Ursula Kelly @UrsulaK65194260
@ais_d I believe our holistic approach and compassion would go a long way in ICU role. Also a listening ear #Otalk

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
@WonderingOT @ais_d @RobW_OT @AeronGinnelly Would love to know more Cecily! #OTalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d #Otalk we have a rotation competency training and also have run courses this year for other specialism OTs. Also MDT study days such as the one we run at
Kings. I did one at St George’s originally. Also training such as splinting, physical/ neuro rehab techniques etc

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@gilroy_shauna  - definitely! What an achievement when it happens #otalk

Emma Brereton @EmmaBrereton1
@ais_d #OTalk I have found the MDT to be invaluable in enhancing my knowledge and skills, shadowing nursing shifts, HCA shifts, joint working and asking LOTS of
questions!!  Still a way to go in expanding my skill set!

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@ais_d #OTalk Visibility! We have to get OTs in there to demonstrate our value. Also need robust outcome data, PROMS, PREMS etc to add weight to the positive
patient feedback.

Katherine @Katheri13719170
@ais_d Be visible! Introduce yourself to the team, use all opportunities to explain the role, joint sessions with all MDT members, gather data and patient feedback. 

Emma @Emma11683435
@ais_d @gilroy_shauna @RFTherapyTeam #OTalk Would this training be available outside of that department for others to access ?

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@WonderingOT @RobW_OT @AeronGinnelly I have been making my way through them a bit at a time - a really good resource. #otalk
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Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
RT @WonderingOT: @ais_d @RobW_OT @AeronGinnelly Yes! The #LTLC have been developing some great resources...very happy to chat to people abo…

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
@WonderingOT @ais_d @RobW_OT @AeronGinnelly Very interested in this #OTalk

Helen Devine @hdevine161
RT @ais_d: Question 3 - How can we raise the profile of occupational therapy in Critical Care Services? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RobW_OT: @ais_d #OTalk Visibility! We have to get OTs in there to demonstrate our value. Also need robust outcome data, PROMS, PREMS et…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katheri13719170: @ais_d Be visible! Introduce yourself to the team, use all opportunities to explain the role, joint sessions with all…

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@RobW_OT What PROMS and PREMS are you using in your unit? What have you found helpful? #otalk

Emma Brereton @EmmaBrereton1
@ais_d Being a member of the RCOT critical care forum has been another really helpful source of support and advice. #OTalk

Emma @Emma11683435
@PenelopeFirshma @ais_d What sim training please? #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk maybe by highlighting the importance of engaging in low level activities to improve patient's cognition and mental health.

Cecily Borgstein @WonderingOT
@ais_d Tell other members of the MDT what you can do to help with delirium, positioning, PDOC, families, seating and everything else...tell them how amazing and
versatile we are #OTalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@ais_d Establishing unmet need can be helpful, when being visible can be challenging eg. when units are poorly staffed with OT #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@gilroy_shauna @ais_d #OTalk I think that complex discharge planning is a highly skilled task that OTs do so well. We should be proud of this aspect of our role because
we are the best at it!

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
@ais_d #OTalk being present, visible, joint working, joint training sessions. Sharing positive outcomes, and involving the team in activities that are meaningful to the
patient. Asking for feedback from the team and the patients and being open to learning and developing from this.

Cecily Borgstein @WonderingOT
RT @ais_d: @WonderingOT @RobW_OT @AeronGinnelly I have been making my way through them a bit at a time - a really good resource. #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@PenelopeFirshma Sounds great - do you know if this is still running or if it's available online @PenelopeFirshma ?#otalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Emma11683435 @ais_d @eleri_darcy Are you familiar with this? #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@Emma11683435 @PenelopeFirshma Simulation training - within a #criticalcare setting #otalk

Elizabeth McAndrew @lizshawOT
RT @ais_d: @gilroy_shauna Great! And I know that you and your colleagues are running a training programme @RFTherapyTeam to upskill the Occ…
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Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
@ais_d No OT in our critical care, currently piloting so Bringing experience including burns and plastics with long term rehabs, shadowing of physio colleagues, planning
to shadow nursing staff, recently completed RACI module, lots of reading and networking. #OTalk

Ursula Kelly @UrsulaK65194260
@Katheri13719170 @ais_d What data do you gather? #Otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@eleri_darcy @RobW_OT @Emma11683435 It's really good! @GTEConsultants #otalk

Anne Marley @AnneMar72152701
@ais_d Making sure we are seen and vocal while emphasising our importance e.g. early seating to assist with respiratory functioning #OTalk

Tania Heasman @tania_heasman
@ais_d network with well established OT departments in ICU already #otalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@ais_d @RobW_OT #OTalk What are PROMS and PREMS?

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d Get on the units. Make changes in the culture - like personalising care - to make more of an impact. talks at grand rounds, the networks with my colleagues.
make the managers notice not only the MDT on the ground. Show you’re worth - get patient stories as well as finance. #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d Get on the units. Make changes in the culture - like personalising care - to make more of an impact. talks at g…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AnneMar72152701: @ais_d Making sure we are seen and vocal while emphasising our importance e.g. early seating to assist with respirator…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @tania_heasman: @ais_d network with well established OT departments in ICU already #otalk

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@ais_d Be visible! We made “get to know your OTs” posters including photos, referral streams, areas of intervention, evidence. OTs also partake in training day provided
to new nursing staff so they know our role from the outset @Katheri13719170 #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d Get on the units. Make changes in the culture - like personalising care - to make more of an impact. talks at g…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @emeromal: @ais_d #OTalk being present, visible, joint working, joint training sessions. Sharing positive outcomes, and involving the t…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Louisepenny87: @ais_d Establishing unmet need can be helpful, when being visible can be challenging eg. when units are poorly staffed w…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @WonderingOT: @ais_d Tell other members of the MDT what you can do to help with delirium, positioning, PDOC, families, seating and every…

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@gilroy_shauna @Katheri13719170 Am i allowed to retweet the pictures of them! #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AideenKa: @ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk maybe by highlighting the importance of engaging in low level activities to improve patient's cognition…

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
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Being visible, working in collaboration with the MDT, demonstrating progression e.g. increased alertness, ROM improvement.

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@ais_d Over to you @eleri_darcy ! Lol #OTalk

Eleri D’Arcy @eleri_darcy
@ais_d @RobW_OT Using the FIMFAM, modified Barthel, EQ5DL currently #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @gilroy_shauna: @ais_d Be visible! We made “get to know your OTs” posters including photos, referral streams, areas of intervention, evi…

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@ais_d Make yourself known, introduce yourself to everyone you can and work to establish a trust and relationship. We can't expect people to want to learn about us if
we don't reciprocate that. Talk to people, show people- can other professions shadow our shifts and process? #OTalk

Cathy Gillan @CathyGillan
@RobW_OT @ais_d Agree, and a good range of outcome measures which reflect the diversity of our role is important #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
Crikey – time is flying by! Question 4 - How do we keep occupation at the centre of what we do in critical care? #OTalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d @Emma11683435 There has been sim for icu but also there are trauma sims. I did one for older people (forgotten the name). Working with nurses on what to do
in an emergency effectively. Just gets to ur knowledge and confidence up. #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@AideenKa @ais_d Patient related outcome measures & patient related experience measures. Different tools to gather patient perspectives #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@eleri_darcy @RobW_OT How do you find the FIMFAM? Do you do it with the MDT? #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @eleri_darcy: @ais_d @RobW_OT Using the FIMFAM, modified Barthel, EQ5DL currently #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RobW_OT: @AideenKa @ais_d Patient related outcome measures & patient related experience measures. Different tools to gather patient per…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @CathyGillan: @RobW_OT @ais_d Agree, and a good range of outcome measures which reflect the diversity of our role is important #OTalk

Katherine @Katheri13719170
@ais_d #OTalk by getting to know your patient and collaborative goal setting

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katie_Moffat: @ais_d Make yourself known, introduce yourself to everyone you can and work to establish a trust and relationship. We can…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ais_d: Crikey – time is flying by! Question 4 - How do we keep occupation at the centre of what we do in critical care? #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@RobW_OT @ais_d @RobW_OT #OTalk thanks for clarifying :).

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katheri13719170: @ais_d #OTalk by getting to know your patient and collaborative goal setting

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
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@tania_heasman That's a great idea - no point in re-inventing the wheel! We know it has better outcomes for patients and helps with patient flow in the hospital. 

Suzy Wilkinson OT  @suzyjwilkinson
@ais_d #OTalk like with all areas of OT we need to talk about ourselves and put ourselves forwards.

Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
@EmmaBrereton1 @ais_d Completely agree with this, forum has been invaluable #OTalk

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@ais_d Remember and use core unique skills, use occupational language within the MDT, establish thorough understanding of previous occupational functioning and
what is meaningful / purposeful to them, where possible involve patient in goal setting. #OTalk

D. anu OT    @OT_manu7
@OTalk_ get in to the units, introduce yourself and explain your role and what you can do for the patients; attending ICU MDM, provide support with delirium
management... #OTalk

Sandra Houston  @HockeymadSandy
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d Get on the units. Make changes in the culture - like personalising care - to make more of an impact. talks at g…

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@ais_d Take the time from the outset to gather information; find out about what makes your patient tick, build a picture of their routine and make sure this information is
shared so the MDT can see the patient at the centre too! #OTalk

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
@ais_d #OTalk completing a 'What Matters to Me' document as early as possible to focus our goal setting and interventions.

ADAM TURNER @AdamCritCareOT
@ais_d By first finding out about the patient pre-admission, and using that to create person centred goals where possible. #OTalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d @OTalk_ Start every initial ax seeing the person. Find out about them from family. Don’t be afraid to spend a session just talking. Find the small things that can
make a huge difference. Get the families involved and nurses and guide them to see the person and their occupations. #Otalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
RT @Katheri13719170: @ais_d #OTalk by getting to know your patient and collaborative goal setting

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@Katheri13719170 Goal setting with our patients is so important - definitely keeps occupation at the centre of our practice. Did you do MDT goal setting or OT goal
setting with you patients? And did you use GAS or do you think it is appropriate for this setting? #otalk

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
Finding out more about the person, their interests and tailoring their goals specific to them. Utilise the family if consciousness/cognition is limited. #OTalk

Bethany Bate @bethany_bate1
@ais_d Helping manage delirium, focusing rehab goals on meaningful occupations, helping with managing the psychological impact of critical care by engaging patients
in somehting important to them #OTalk

Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
@ais_d Getting to know your patient linking in with family/friends, find out their likes/dislike, find out what motivates and drives them. #OTalk

Katherine @Katheri13719170
@UrsulaK65194260 @ais_d Patient / cater feedback, length of stay, stream of intervention, outcome measures #otalk

D. anu OT    @OT_manu7
@ais_d Agreeing goal setting with patient and keep progressing with recovery within the multidisciplinary team #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d @OTalk_ Start every initial ax seeing the person. Find out about them from family. Don’t be afraid to spend a s…
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Lou Gallie  @LifeBoatGeek
@ais_d Talk to the patient or their family. Find out what they do, what they like. Find out their daily routine (what time they get up etc). Set goals together that they can
continue achieving when you aren't there. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LifeBoatGeek: @ais_d Talk to the patient or their family. Find out what they do, what they like. Find out their daily routine (what tim…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_manu7: @ais_d Agreeing goal setting with patient and keep progressing with recovery within the multidisciplinary team #OTalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@ais_d @OTalk_ This can be really hard in critical care, but like everyone else has said, by knowing the person you can ensure that your interventions are linked to their
values #otalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk identifying what is meaningful to the patient. If connecting with family is important, maybe setting up virtual sessions between the patient and
their family. This might motivate them and provide them with emotional support.

Cathy Gillan @CathyGillan
@ais_d Take time to learn about your patient and involve them where possible (as well as the MDT) in goal setting #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @yumteayum: Finding out more about the person, their interests and tailoring their goals specific to them. Utilise the family if consci…

Sophie G @OTSophieG
@emeromal @ais_d #OTalk what sort of key things do you include on your document?

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AdamCritCareOT: @ais_d By first finding out about the patient pre-admission, and using that to create person centred goals where possib…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @emeromal: @ais_d #OTalk completing a 'What Matters to Me' document as early as possible to focus our goal setting and interventions.

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@ais_d #OTalk I think it’s so important to always use a functional outcome measure, preferably an OT specific one if appropriate, so that activity & function remains
fundamental to our services

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @gilroy_shauna: @ais_d Take the time from the outset to gather information; find out about what makes your patient tick, build a picture…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Lauren_OT: @ais_d Remember and use core unique skills, use occupational language within the MDT, establish thorough understanding of pr…

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
RT @gilroy_shauna: @ais_d Take the time from the outset to gather information; find out about what makes your patient tick, build a picture…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RobW_OT: @ais_d #OTalk I think it’s so important to always use a functional outcome measure, preferably an OT specific one if appropria…

Sustain le OT  @OtSustainable
@ais_d #OTalk presentations at Grand Rounds, MDT Education Days, Presenting At Clinical Governance ICUs, Discussions with board Exec Team, patient stories,
sharing learning opportunities

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AideenKa: @ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk identifying what is meaningful to the patient. If connecting with family is important, maybe setting up…
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Louisepenny87: @ais_d @OTalk_ This can be really hard in critical care, but like everyone else has said, by knowing the person you can…

Ursula Kelly @UrsulaK65194260
@ais_d Good PR work required. Talk to everyone who will listen, attend ward rounds, MDT meetings, offer in services etc. Get patient feedback, patient voice speaks
loudly. #Otalk

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d @OTalk_ Start every initial ax seeing the person. Find out about them from family. Don’t be afraid to spend a s…

Bethany Bate @bethany_bate1
@ais_d Teaching and training for staff and ward managers and promotion of the profession with the patients and families too. Sharing research and the impact with
colleagues and peers too. Networking with other trusts who already have OT embedded in their critical care units #OTalk

Becs-Lou  @becs_lou
@ais_d From being a patient, nurses they knew I liked football and Rubik’s cubes, they put on the World Cup and had a cube in front of me. This really lifted me as
patient. It really brought home how important it is to be client centred and how much, as a patient, I valued that. #otalk

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@AdamCritCareOT @ais_d Adam, do you know if there’s any plans to expand your team at NUH? Having done a few critical care shifts to support with the surge its
really opened my eyes to the OT role on ICU. There definitely needs to be more of you! I may email you if that’s ok! #OTalk

Sophie G @OTSophieG
@Emma11683435 @ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk how have you managed this with restricted visiting?

Katherine @Katheri13719170
@ais_d #otalk if I’m honest, a mixture of both. I think sometimes patients respond better to their own words/ statements and we make them into goals. I didn’t use gas but
I think it would be useful

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@ais_d Encourage personal belongings where possible; I arranged for the delivery on knitting needles and wool to a patient on the covid ICU during the last surge;
invaluable! #OTalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@RobW_OT @OTalk_ @ais_d Are teams completing OMs purely for a crit care stay, or across the whole acute pathway? #otalk

Eleri D’Arcy @eleri_darcy
@ais_d Personalisation of approach, use of family, goal setting and I use Hand Under Hand for absolutely anything when the pt is unable to facilitate function- adjusting
glasses, pulling up bed sheets, drinking, grooming tasks etc etc #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @eleri_darcy: @ais_d Personalisation of approach, use of family, goal setting and I use Hand Under Hand for absolutely anything when the…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @gilroy_shauna: @ais_d Encourage personal belongings where possible; I arranged for the delivery on knitting needles and wool to a patie…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @becs_lou: @ais_d From being a patient, nurses they knew I liked football and Rubik’s cubes, they put on the World Cup and had a cube in…

Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
@ais_d Demonstrate/showcase our skill set through feedback in MDT/hand overs, presentations. Utilise conference/social media as a platform to showcase what we do
or any projects specific to OT within critical care. #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @Louisepenny87: @RobW_OT @OTalk_ @ais_d Are teams completing OMs purely for a crit care stay, or across the whole acute pathway? #otalk

Emma @Emma11683435
@ais_d #OTalk We use an ‘all about me ‘ booklet to complete with family /carer etc to really find out about the person so we can tap into their interests etc
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Bethany Bate @bethany_bate1
@ais_d Including patients in goal setting, listening to what is important to the patient and encouraging patients to complete appropriate tasks themselves rather that the
culture of "it's easier for me to do it for you because it's quicker". #OTalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d #Otalk this is the hardest question. I’m like I don’t know how to answer that. Occupation to me is key. I can’t imagine not being able to do anything for hours on
end. To me it’s the most important part of my job.

Emma @Emma11683435
@ais_d #OTalk we have also started to make an activities booklet to give out for some patients to do outside of therapy times. It’s divided into 3 levels & has a bit 
cognitive, communication & physical tasks

Kelly S @KellyOT
RT @ais_d: Crikey – time is flying by! Question 4 - How do we keep occupation at the centre of what we do in critical care? #OTalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
RT @becs_lou: @ais_d From being a patient, nurses they knew I liked football and Rubik’s cubes, they put on the World Cup and had a cube in…

Kelly S @KellyOT
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d @OTalk_ Start every initial ax seeing the person. Find out about them from family. Don’t be afraid to spend a s…

Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
@ais_d @RobW_OT We also use eq5d #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Emma11683435: @ais_d #OTalk we have also started to make an activities booklet to give out for some patients to do outside of therapy t…

Louise @Louisepenny87
@CathyGillan @UrsulaK65194260 @ais_d Although it’s service managers that will find the funding for OT posts! Promoting the recommendations of guidelines can be
key in getting support for OT #OTalk

Rachel Collins @RachelColl8
@ais_d #OTalk completing icu passport with patient or family. Goal setting with mdt to include function

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @bethany_bate1: @ais_d Including patients in goal setting, listening to what is important to the patient and encouraging patients to com…

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@ais_d Really getting to know the person, keep investigating and talking. Don't assume that after two sessions you know everything important, it could be the fifth
session you find something niche that is the key for them developing a goal and working towards something. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katie_Moffat: @ais_d Really getting to know the person, keep investigating and talking. Don't assume that after two sessions you know e…

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@gilroy_shauna That is fantastic - ICU can be incredibly stressful so it's great to have a meaningful occupation to engage in. I'm sure the patient was over the moon to be
able to knit. #patientcentredcare #otalk #valueofoccupation

Sustain le OT  @OtSustainable
@gilroy_shauna @ais_d @Katheri13719170  This! We Also Have Opportunities To Present + Activity Analysis At The New Nursing Staff Study Days, Alongside AHP
Colleagues  Some Of The Feedback After  #OTalk https://t.co/VJTtmWwijn

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@RachelColl8 What does your icu passport look like? What information does it contain? #OTalk
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Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@Louisepenny87 @ais_d @RobW_OT @OTalk_ #Otalk whole pathway all the way through to clinic in a perfect world

Louise @Louisepenny87
@PenelopeFirshma @ais_d Sometimes the smallest occupation can have a huge impact. One example for me was making a patient a splint so that he could use a
stylus to play his audio bible when he wanted to #otalk

Lou Gallie  @LifeBoatGeek
@Global_ICU_OTs @ais_d @OTalk_ The journey doesn't end after #ICU discharge  #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
And last but not least - Question 5 - What can we do to strengthen the evidence base for occupational therapy on ICU? #OTalk

Dawn Copeland @Dawn_Sarah_
@ais_d Lots of talking and active listening with your patient! exploring with your patient what matters to them and finding inventive ways to engage in those occupations
within the hospital setting. Creating rehab plans that include function - not just mobility. #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@OtSustainable @gilroy_shauna @Katheri13719170 Love it! #otalk

Shelby-Summer Hughes @ShelbySummerH
@ais_d I would say a big focus on Holistic approach, early rehab, occupational engagement. Cognitive assessment and intervention however not yet worked in this area-
soon to rotate to ITU and looking forwards to networking with you all and finding out what everyone is up to! #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @OtSustainable: @gilroy_shauna @ais_d @Katheri13719170  This! We Also Have Opportunities To Present + Activity Analysis At The New Nu…

Katherine @Katheri13719170
@ais_d #OTalk do research!

Cecily Borgstein @WonderingOT
RT @LifeBoatGeek: @Global_ICU_OTs @ais_d @OTalk_ The journey doesn't end after #ICU discharge  #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Dawn_Sarah_: @ais_d Lots of talking and active listening with your patient! exploring with your patient what matters to them and findin…

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d #Otalk get researching ;)

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@ShelbySummerH Stay in touch - there is a lot of expertise online here but a lot of people keen to learn too! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ais_d: And last but not least - Question 5 - What can we do to strengthen the evidence base for occupational therapy on ICU? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d #Otalk get researching ;)

Sophie G @OTSophieG
@emeromal @ais_d That's great, I feel I really need to create some Critical Care specific documents for collecting information as it is definitely more in depth than what
we would do across the rest of the hospital #OTalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d #Otalk also get publishing - yes yes I will!

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@Katheri13719170 What do you think we should focus on in the research in your experience? Where do you think we can make the biggest difference (or at least start!)?
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#OTalk

Cecily Borgstein @WonderingOT
@ais_d Find mentors to help develop research and encourage you! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ais_d: @Katheri13719170 What do you think we should focus on in the research in your experience? Where do you think we can make the bi…

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@ais_d It’s a good time to gather data; as many units don’t have OT/are scoping a role for OT, there can be easy conclusions to draw/comparisons to be made 

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @WonderingOT: @ais_d Find mentors to help develop research and encourage you! #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@WonderingOT Do you know of anyone who is working on research into #OccupationalTherapy in critical care? #otalk

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
RT @RobW_OT: @ais_d #OTalk Visibility! We have to get OTs in there to demonstrate our value. Also need robust outcome data, PROMS, PREMS et…

Sustain le OT  @OtSustainable
#OTalk Evening: The Role Of Occupational Therapy On Critical Care. An Great Working Environment To Promote The Importance Of Rehabilitation And Access To OT
For ALL Patients!  #LoveOT

Rachel Booth  @OT_rach
RT @ais_d: And last but not least - Question 5 - What can we do to strengthen the evidence base for occupational therapy on ICU? #OTalk

Rachel Collins @RachelColl8
@ais_d #otalk a bit on family-who they live with and how they manage at home. Hobbies /interests/roles at home, music/tv/films they enjoy (lots of iPads in icu to use)
foods /drink they like and dislike to aid sensory stimulation. And an anything else you would like me to know section

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@gilroy_shauna What data do you think would be important? #otalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@ais_d I think understanding patient and family experience is really important here, so qualitative research in to this. It’s such a broad area with such varied outcomes
that useful research questions are hard to come up with #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @OtSustainable: #OTalk Evening: The Role Of Occupational Therapy On Critical Care. An Great Working Environment To Promote The Importanc…

Karen Ross @KarenRo92826306
@OTalk_ use standardised outcome measures at start and end of treatment to prove our effectiveness in ICU setting. #OTalk

Dawn Copeland @Dawn_Sarah_
@ais_d Speaking up - communicating who the patient is prior to admission, shouting about the functional goals the patient is acheiving, and discussing how the patient is
doing holistically - not just medial/physical #OTalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@Louisepenny87 @ais_d #Otalk I gave a man who was not very responsive a comb (no one had before). He combed his hair, swept it back with his hand like he always
did. The nurses across the unit all looked over - seeing him as a person.

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Louisepenny87: @ais_d I think understanding patient and family experience is really important here, so qualitative research in to this.…

Ursula Kelly @UrsulaK65194260
@ais_d Sounds like everyone is just doing what OTs do best, keeping the patient at the centre of everything! #Otalk
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Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@ais_d #OTalk More of what people have already mention I think. Visibility, robust outcome measures & evaluation data, patient feedback. Also more formal research in
the impact of OT on ICU. I feel we are just at the beginning of this journey for the profession!

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@PenelopeFirshma Keep going Penny - you can do it! #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@ais_d Get people interested- focus groups, coffee chats, finding what research other professions might have done, asking students. If enough people are having the
conversation to start with the interest and questions are then there to prompt the research. #OTalk

Suzy Wilkinson OT  @suzyjwilkinson
@ais_d I think we need to run with the recent media coverage of OTs in ICU and the excellent work that has been done over the past year. Get the research written get
published and get talking about OT and what we can bring to the team #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @gilroy_shauna: @ais_d It’s a good time to gather data; as many units don’t have OT/are scoping a role for OT, there can be easy conclus…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @suzyjwilkinson: @ais_d I think we need to run with the recent media coverage of OTs in ICU and the excellent work that has been done ov…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katie_Moffat: @ais_d Get people interested- focus groups, coffee chats, finding what research other professions might have done, asking…

ADAM TURNER @AdamCritCareOT
@ais_d It seems daunting being such a new area, and also with the difficulties of proving cause and effect. But a body of evidence needs to be built by all of us... so I
need to make sure I set myself some SMART goals to get started! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RobW_OT: @ais_d #OTalk More of what people have already mention I think. Visibility, robust outcome measures & evaluation data, patient…

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
RT @Katie_Moffat: @ais_d Get people interested- focus groups, coffee chats, finding what research other professions might have done, asking…

Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
@ais_d Research, audits ?? #OTalk

Emer O'Malley @emeromal
RT @Katie_Moffat: @ais_d Get people interested- focus groups, coffee chats, finding what research other professions might have done, asking…

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk a qualitative study taking into account the lived experiences of patient's having been admitted into ICU.

Tania Heasman @tania_heasman
@ais_d we could identify appropriate patients at post ICU clinics to gain feedback from them - identifies any functional issues patients are experiencing. This could lead
too co-produce information leaflets and shape future services #OTalk

Sophie G @OTSophieG
@Emma11683435 @ais_d #OTalk That sounds brilliant, would you be happy to share this?

Becs-Lou  @becs_lou
@ais_d Researching the contribution that ot has in ICU in terms of longer term outcomes. Looking at pics, ptsd etc. The journey of a icu survivor doesn’t stop after
discharge. It would be useful to assess the unique contribution of OT to make ots in critical care commonplace. #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@RobW_OT It would be fantastic to get some advice on how to go about the more formal side of this. @NikkiDResearch @KatrinaBannigan #OTalk
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Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@tania_heasman We need to make sure that we are included in the post-ICU clinics too. #OTalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@suzyjwilkinson @OTalk_ @ais_d @suzyjwilkinson #OTalk I agree.

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ais_d: @RobW_OT It would be fantastic to get some advice on how to go about the more formal side of this. @NikkiDResearch @KatrinaBanni…

Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
@ais_d @gilroy_shauna Outcome measures, patient feedback, interventions completed ?? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @becs_lou: @ais_d Researching the contribution that ot has in ICU in terms of longer term outcomes. Looking at pics, ptsd etc. The journ…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @tania_heasman: @ais_d we could identify appropriate patients at post ICU clinics to gain feedback from them - identifies any functional…

D. anu OT    @OT_manu7
@ais_d @OTalk_ @Katheri13719170 Yes, we must focus in collecting data and get involved with research as it is the way to demonstrate the evidence that our
profession have to be in ICU #OTalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@gilroy_shauna @ais_d It’s such a huge amount of work in an area that is often chronically understaffed. Are there any areas that are doing short term projects with
really good staff to patient ratios? #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@OT_rach @OTalk_ Really important to share the message of promoting independence and supporting participation in meaningful occupations #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@ais_d @NikkiDResearch @KatrinaBannigan #OTalk I think the more OTs we have in ICU & the more students who experience it will result in this becoming a very
interesting area of research. It’s a bit daunting for a researcher now as it’s still quite new

Tania Heasman @tania_heasman
@ais_d I will be, there is a start :)) #OTalk

Louise @Louisepenny87
@lizshawOT @ais_d @OTalk_ Yes, return to work / study is a really important metric #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@tania_heasman That's brilliant - #OTalk

Cecily Borgstein @WonderingOT
@ais_d If you work for a teaching hospital reach out to the AHP lead for research (if there is one) they can be very helpful even just to talk to. And if journal article feels
too big posters can be an amazing way of sharing findings from small #QI studies #OTalk

Penelope Firshman @PenelopeFirshma
@ais_d @tania_heasman Yes and I gathered data in our clinic showing why Ots are needed and took it to conference #Otalk published as an abstract in JICS

Becs-Lou  @becs_lou
ICU is associated with the lost of roles and identity. The argument is already there for OT to be involved from ICU to outpatient clinics. I don’t feel like I have grounds as a
masters student but get researching and get publishing and know the unique contribution #otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
Great suggestion - #otalk

Alexandra Gates @lexgates
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RT @ais_d: Question 3 - How can we raise the profile of occupational therapy in Critical Care Services? #OTalk

Eleanor Cecil  @ElCecilOT
RT @ais_d: Question 3 - How can we raise the profile of occupational therapy in Critical Care Services? #OTalk

Eleanor Cecil  @ElCecilOT
RT @ais_d: Crikey – time is flying by! Question 4 - How do we keep occupation at the centre of what we do in critical care? #OTalk

Eleanor Cecil  @ElCecilOT
RT @ais_d: And last but not least - Question 5 - What can we do to strengthen the evidence base for occupational therapy on ICU? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
And thanks everyone for taking part! Now is a good time to think - what is the key point you'll take away from this evening's conversation? Is there anything you'll do
differently? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
We're coming to the end of tonight's #OTalk chat - thanks @ais_d for hosting!

#OTalk @OTalk_
If you want to reflect on the chat more thoroughly, we have some resources on our website, where you can also find further info about our chats and post-chat transcripts
#OTalk https://t.co/hEhcGDtIwx

Tara Keast @taralkeast
@gilroy_shauna @ais_d What method have you used to demonstrate impact on length of stay? #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
That's it for tonight - I will be on here for a little while longer if anyone wants to keep chatting. Thank you all for your amazing contributions and questions - it's so lovely to
see the enthusiasm for our role in critical care #OTalk

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
Thank you #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@OTalk_ @ais_d #OTalk really interesting discussion tonight. Thank you 

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@RobW_OT @NikkiDResearch @KatrinaBannigan It sure is! #otalk

Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
@ais_d Thank you, this has been really helpful #OTalk

Shauna Gilroy @gilroy_shauna
@ais_d Thanks for facilitating a fantastic and informative #OTalk Aisling!

Louise @Louisepenny87
@becs_lou As an MSc student is the perfect place to start! #otalk

Aideen Ni Chearbhaill @AideenKa
@OTalk_ @ais_d @ais_d #OTalk thank you. It was a very interesting topic :). I have learnt loads.

Claudia Salmon  @yumteayum
Thank you. Lots to think about

Niamh O' Flaherty @niamhflats
@ais_d Thanks @ais-d for a great talk. #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
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@gilroy_shauna Thank you for your amazing participation and for sharing your expertise, Shauna #otalk

Cecily Borgstein @WonderingOT
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d @tania_heasman Yes and I gathered data in our clinic showing why Ots are needed and took it to conference #Otal…

Katherine @Katheri13719170
@ais_d #OTalk thank you for hosting! Such a relevant and current topic . Lovely chatting with everyone

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@Katheri13719170 Thank you Katherine - it's great to have those who are experienced come along and share it with us. #otalk

Lou Gallie  @LifeBoatGeek
@ais_d Thank you so much, really interesting. Do you know when the transcript of all the tweets will be available? I think I've missed so much! Thanks everyone for
letting me join  #FutureOT #OTalk

RachelEastOT  @east_ot
@ais_d @BexM92 interesting #Otalk topic tonight, only just seen !

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@taralkeast @gilroy_shauna If you have no OT input you can look at average lengths of stay retrospectively - although to be fair 2020 probably isn't a good year to use
as a comparison. #OTalk

Ursula Kelly @UrsulaK65194260
@ais_d Data collection is so important and backed up with positive feedback from patients, carers and staff #Otalk

Simon Hawker @SimonHawker16
RT @ais_d: That's it for tonight - I will be on here for a little while longer if anyone wants to keep chatting. Thank you all for your am…

Simon Hawker @SimonHawker16
RT @LifeBoatGeek: @ais_d Thank you so much, really interesting. Do you know when the transcript of all the tweets will be available? I thin…

ADAM TURNER @AdamCritCareOT
@ais_d Thank you Aisling, very interesting and good networking. I’m still figuring out how to navigate twitter, but this helped! #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @becs_lou: ICU is associated with the lost of roles and identity. The argument is already there for OT to be involved from ICU to outpat…

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@PenelopeFirshma Where do you think we should start? #otalk

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: If you want to reflect on the chat more thoroughly, we have some resources on our website, where you can also find further info…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @ais_d: And last but not least - Question 5 - What can we do to strengthen the evidence base for occupational therapy on ICU? #OTalk

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @RobW_OT: @ais_d #OTalk More of what people have already mention I think. Visibility, robust outcome measures & evaluation data, patient…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @RobW_OT: @ais_d @NikkiDResearch @KatrinaBannigan #OTalk I think the more OTs we have in ICU & the more students who experience it will…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @suzyjwilkinson: @ais_d I think we need to run with the recent media coverage of OTs in ICU and the excellent work that has been done ov…

Lou Gallie  @LifeBoatGeek
@OTalk_ Great, thank you #OTalk
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OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @WonderingOT: @ais_d Find mentors to help develop research and encourage you! #OTalk

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @ais_d: @WonderingOT Do you know of anyone who is working on research into #OccupationalTherapy in critical care? #otalk

JamieH OT @JamieH246
RT @ais_d: And last but not least - Question 5 - What can we do to strengthen the evidence base for occupational therapy on ICU? #OTalk

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @WonderingOT: @ais_d If you work for a teaching hospital reach out to the AHP lead for research (if there is one) they can be very helpf…

Lisa Slack @LisaSla50353205
Great discussion tonight hosted by @ais_d #OTalk, The role of OT in ICU, very informative, some great talking points and sharing of ideas  Thank you.
@ElizabethCasso1 @OdethRichardson

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@lizshawOT @AdamCritCareOT Do you think that we could look at competencies for OTs in Critical Care - we have a Specialist section @CriticalCareOT #OTalk

Lou Gallie  @LifeBoatGeek
@ais_d Always happy to help with any project, from a patient perspective. Also if it's of interest, i have a blog https://t.co/PY2sbtfXTl #FutureOT #OTalk @OTalk_

Long Covid OT @LongCovidOT
@RobW_OT @ais_d @NikkiDResearch @KatrinaBannigan That’s what makes it so exciting :) #Otalk

ElizabethCassonTrust @ElizabethCasso1
RT @LisaSla50353205: Great discussion tonight hosted by @ais_d #OTalk, The role of OT in ICU, very informative, some great talking points a…

Global Critical Care OT Network @Global_ICU_OTs
@ais_d #Otalk living the interest in this area! Thanks for hosting @ais_d

T Fiddes @TFiddes1
RT @RobW_OT: @gilroy_shauna @ais_d #OTalk I think that complex discharge planning is a highly skilled task that OTs do so well. We should b…

T Fiddes @TFiddes1
Really interesting @NNUH_OT some handy contacts in the chat @OTalk_

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @becs_lou: ICU is associated with the lost of roles and identity. The argument is already there for OT to be involved from ICU to outpat…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @ais_d: Good evening everyone – welcome to #OTalk and don't forget to include the hashtag!! First question of the evening! Question 1 -…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d To help people engage in their normal lives even within ICU. Using our specialist skills of targeting person an…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d @OTalk_ #Otalk helping to find the person behind the patient and help them adapt to such sudden illness and rec…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @RobW_OT: @gilroy_shauna @ais_d #OTalk I think that complex discharge planning is a highly skilled task that OTs do so well. We should b…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @OtSustainable: @ais_d #OTalk taking an holistic approach when assessing and treating the physical and psychosocial needs of individuals…
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OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @WonderingOT: @ais_d All of the above and more including educating families, working with PDOC patients and discharge planning #OTalk

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @becs_lou: @ais_d For me, having lived experience, I didn’t get OT input until discharge planning. I feel there is plenty of scope for O…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @becs_lou: @ais_d Also, in terms of long term rehabilitation, from hospital, ICU is a traumatic experience. Having input with icu surviv…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @lizshawOT: @ais_d @OTalk_ To assess with patient and family what is their baseline and what motivates them, to assess and treat their p…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
@ais_d .@LifeBoatGeek you might like this #OTalk if you're not in it already :)

Rose Wilkinson @rosewilkOT
Just reading through & catching up on tonight’s #OTalk. So interesting reading about the role of #OT in #ICU - i’ve loved reading everyone’s contributions and learnt a lot
about our role in this setting! 

Genevieve Casey @gensonbutton
@ais_d Food for thought, thanks @ais_d #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @LifeBoatGeek: @ais_d Always happy to help with any project, from a patient perspective. Also if it's of interest, i have a blog https:…

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @RobW_OT: @ais_d @NikkiDResearch @KatrinaBannigan #OTalk I think the more OTs we have in ICU & the more students who experience it will…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @ais_d: Crikey – time is flying by! Question 4 - How do we keep occupation at the centre of what we do in critical care? #OTalk

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d Get on the units. Make changes in the culture - like personalising care - to make more of an impact. talks at g…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @PenelopeFirshma: @ais_d @Global_ICU_OTs @OTalk_ #Otalk one of the published benefits of clinics is the impact on critical care services…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @ais_d: Question 3 - How can we raise the profile of occupational therapy in Critical Care Services? #OTalk

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @OT_rach: @ais_d Want to say the few months I spent in ITU I had no OT, only physio and SALT. I would have benefitted greatly however,…

Rose Wilkinson @rosewilkOT
#FindingDerek is really interesting after tonight’s #OTalk. Seeing the impact on his mental health after almost a year in hospital highlights the importance of our role. Not
seeing a proper face for a year due to PPE must have such an effect on someone.

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @ais_d: Question 2 - What training have you had (if you work in this setting) or do you think we need to work in Critical Care? #OTalk

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: You can read the participant guide above but the key points, as ever, are: be respectful of others, be mindful of client confid…

HCOP Therapy Team @nottmhospitals @HCOPTHERAPY_NUH
@chloe_thursby @NUHCriticalCare The great thing about @OTalk_ is that a transcript of all the discussion is created, so if you miss the chat live you can access this at
a later date and still learn! #OTalk
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OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @LifeBoatGeek: @ais_d Always happy to help with any project, from a patient perspective. Also if it's of interest, i have a blog https:…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @Global_ICU_OTs: @ais_d @OTalk_ #OTalk post critical care clinic best training as get an understanding of the impact of critical care on…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @LifeBoatGeek: @ais_d Talk to the patient or their family. Find out what they do, what they like. Find out their daily routine (what tim…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Tonight's #OTalk is well-timed to mark #NationalDayofReflection as we reflect on the role that critical care OTs have played th…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @LifeBoatGeek: @OTalk_ I'm a former ICU patient and currently volunteer as an OTA on a stroke rehab unit, hoping to change career soon …

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @HCOPTHERAPY_NUH: @chloe_thursby @NUHCriticalCare The great thing about @OTalk_ is that a transcript of all the discussion is created, s…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @ais_d: @lizshawOT @AdamCritCareOT Do you think that we could look at competencies for OTs in Critical Care - we have a Specialist sect…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @ais_d: @taralkeast @gilroy_shauna If you have no OT input you can look at average lengths of stay retrospectively - although to be fair…

Emma Horseman @Emmahorseman_ot
Interesting OT talk tonight. Lots fantastic ideas!

Emma Horseman @Emmahorseman_ot
RT @ais_d: Crikey – time is flying by! Question 4 - How do we keep occupation at the centre of what we do in critical care? #OTalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@OT_rach Sometimes those little things are hugely important and give a sense of control to that person #otalk

Alison Coe @AlisonCoePhysio
@megancoe25 @Aimee_AHP You might find this thread interesting 

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@AnneMar72152701 @eleri_darcy So valuable - and can really feel supportive in what can be a scary environment if you are not familiar with it. #otalk

Hopkins ICU Rehab @icurehab
RT @ais_d: Question 3 - How can we raise the profile of occupational therapy in Critical Care Services? #OTalk

lau api @mlaurapp
RT @OtSustainable: #OTalk Evening: The Role Of Occupational Therapy On Critical Care. An Great Working Environment To Promote The Importanc…

Emma Jackson @dremmaj_icu
RT @ais_d: Question 3 - How can we raise the profile of occupational therapy in Critical Care Services? #OTalk

OfficialCAHPR @OfficialCAHPR
RT @OTalk_: If you want to reflect on the chat more thoroughly, we have some resources on our website, where you can also find further info…

Diana_Sheridan  @DianaSheridan11
Really interesting & informative thread about #OT in critical care setting - 5 questions #OTalk & it’s worthwhile reading the threads attached to each question. May also be
useful for visiting students. @ASPH_OT @AsphDementia @AsphCCare

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@EveCorner @margiecrouchOT @LisaSla50353205 @AcpBrunel @Bruneluni Hi Eve - Is there a link to the module? #otalk
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Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley  @kirstyes
RT @GeekyOT: Listening to @MigraineSummit webinars this week through a #migraine haze. Thinking a lot about functional impact and role of…

OT_Expert  @OT_Expert
RT @OTOPearce: @OTalk_ @OTTimeOut1 Will definitely stop procrastinating joining an @OTTimeOut1 zoom call! On my to do list for tomorrow  #…

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@AcpBrunel @EveCorner @margiecrouchOT @LisaSla50353205 @Bruneluni Thank you #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@dmay_ot Definitely quite strong emotions then @dmay_ot, thank you for sharing! #Otalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@OT_Jim Interesting that you say not quite ready, I wonder what might have made you feel more ready... or whether this was just how you would have always felt
entering practice for the first time! :) thank you for sharing @OT_Jim #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@HannahBartOT There definitely is a step up between final year and band 5 and before you start you are not quite sure what that might entail... thank you for sharing
this :) #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OTTimeOut1 For me, it was a new employer, outside the NHS that I was more apprehensive about, if I’d gone into the nhs I don’t think I’d of felt like that #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@OTEllenUK That makes sense Ellen. Sometimes it is difficult to know when or when not to take a leap of faith into something a little unknown, I am glad that you learnt
from it though :) #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@RosFrench1 Sounds like you were busy :) I hope that you enjoyed it though, even though there was a lot going on #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@charfrenchOT Thank you for sharing this as a tool that really helped with that transition. Hopefully students/ NQOTs will have similar opportunities and find them useful
as you did :) #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@Christine_gore I think I agree with you there, placement prepares to an extent but there is still that bit of a leap of faith as it is new! :) #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@DrRachOT1 Thank you @DrRachOT1 <3 #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@OtCaitlin Sometimes nerves and adrenaline, as cliche as this sounds, is a sign that you care and actually channelling that can mean that you do your best work! Thank
you for sharing! #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@SusanGriffiths5 It can feel a bit of a case of ready as I'll ever be but still not ready, not until I do it? Thank you for sharing! #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@Yazz_OT Talk about getting stuck in! Well done! :) #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@Dhayes1988 In final year sometimes it can feel like there is not time to be excited during the course because your head is just down with the work! Thank you for
sharing! #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
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@Jo37951171 Well done for taking on a role emerging placement! I have heard that they can really help with that transition of being an NQOT! :) thank you for sharing
#OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@emmaspellmanOT I love this passion! #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@cassieb_OT Thank you for sharing - it sounds as though you were experiencing a lot of strong emotions from the get go! #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@libby_fincham Great to hear that you felt proud of yourself, I hoped that helped with that vertical learning curve! It's also fab to hear that you joined such a supportive
team :) #OTalk

OT Time Out @OTTimeOut1
@chloe_thursby It is really interesting you saying that you were unsure about what was expected of you, this has not come up in the answers yet but is something that
many people probably have thought. As you say, placements are very varied. Thank you for sharing :) #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTTimeOut1 #OTalk @OTTimeOut1, can’t believed I qualified 18 years ago, always good to reflect on my own experiences and how I have developed - I am now
doing my MSc Advanced OT!

David McCombs @otfocus_
Does anyone have any good #OccupationalTherapy ideas to treat high level patients for cognition in acute setting. Thanks #OTalk

Walking Home From The ICU @HomeIcu
RT @ais_d: Crikey – time is flying by! Question 4 - How do we keep occupation at the centre of what we do in critical care? #OTalk

earts @eartsapwet
RT @ais_d: Crikey – time is flying by! Question 4 - How do we keep occupation at the centre of what we do in critical care? #OTalk

CCCU Occupational Therapy @CCCUOT
RT @farrah_money: New episode coming your way soon! #OccupationalTherapy in the #army who knew! #OTs can bring their unique #skillset to a…
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